
 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

  1. Why does Jesus relate anger with murder?  Look at 1John 3:15-17.  

  2. What's the difference between being upset with someone's behavior and 
being upset with the person themselves?  How can we separate them?

  3. Why is time of the essence when dealing with resentment or anger? 

  4. What does reconciliation mean?  What does it look like practically? 

_____________________THE _______________________
OF YOUR ANGER

 we often confuse our anger with people for our anger with their behavior

QUICKLY, _________ TO THE OFFENDER OR OFFENDED
____________________

 mending a broken relationship should be handled one-on-one.  The longer
you wait to make things right the worse the situation can become

TRY TO ________________________ THE MATTER WITH
THE ____________________ PERSON

  the purpose of reconciliation should always be the restoration of
fellowship with an individual which leads to restoration with God

“So if you are offering your gift at the altar and there remember that your brother has
something against you, leave your gift there before the altar and go.  First be reconciled

to your brother, and then come and offer your gift”  - Matthew 5:23-24 ESV
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